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Distributed-memory system
 a collection of core-memory pairs connected by a network
 a memory is directly accessible only to an associated core

Shared-memory system
 a collection of cores connected to a globally accessible memory
 each core can have access to any memory location

From a programmer’s point of view
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A program running on one core-memory pair is usually 
called a process

Two processes can communicate by calling functions
 one process calls a send function 
 the other calls a receive function

MPI defines a library of functions (called from C, C++, and 
Fortran programs)
 some of MPI’s different send and receive functions
 some “global” communication functions that can involve more than 

two processes (collective communication)
 some fundamental issues: data partitioning, I/O in distributed-

memory systems, …

Message-Passing Interface (MPI)
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Structure
 one process gets messages and output them (process 0)
 the other processes send messages to it

Rank
 nonnegative integer for identifying each process
 e.g., {0, 1, 2, … , p-1} for p processes

Compilation
 mpicc is a wrapper script for the C compiler

Hello world example
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Execution
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MPI_Init
 argc_p and argv_p are 

pointers to the arguments to 
argc and argv of main

MPI_Finalize
 any resources allocated for 

MPI are freed

MPI programs
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Communicator 
 a collection of processes that can send messages to each other
 MPI_COMM_WORLD : a communicator that consists of all of the 

processes started by the user when she started the program
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We compiled a single program (in the example)
 we didn’t compile a different program for each process

• in spite of the fact that process 0 is doing something fundamentally 
different from the other processes

• process 0 is receiving a series of messages and printing them, while 
each of the other processes is creating and sending a message

SPMD is quite common in parallel programming
 SPMD is achieved by simply having the processes branch on the 

basis of their process rank
 most MPI programs are written in this way

Single Program Multiple Data(SPMD)
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tag
 nonnegative integer that can be used to distinguish messages

communicator
 message sent by a process using one communicator cannot be 

received by a process that’s using a different communicator

MPI_Send
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status_p
 it is not used in many cases
 MPI_STATUS_IGNORE: special 

MPI constant

MPI_Recv
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Suppose process q calls MPI_Send
Suppose process r calls MPI_Recv

Message type & size
 If recv_type = send_type and recv_buf_sz  send_buf_sz, 

then the message sent by q can be successfully received by r

Message matching
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Problem about source & tag
 one process is receiving messages from multiple processes
 receiving process doesn’t know the order in which the other 

processes will send the messages

Solution : wildcard argument
 using a special constant MPI_ANY_SOURCE in MPI_Recv
 using a special constant MPI_ANY_TAG in MPI_Recv
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A receiver can receive a message without knowing
 the amount of data in the message
 the sender of the message
 the tag of the message

MPI_Status status (struct type)
 status.MPI_SOURCE
 status.MPI_TAG

The status_p argument
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The sending process will assemble the message
Once the message has been assembled,
 the sending process can buffer the message

• the MPI system will place the message (data and envelope) into its own 
internal storage

• the call to MPI_Send will return
 the sending process can block it

• it will wait until it can begin transmitting the message
• the call to MPI_Send may not return immediately

Note
 if we use MPI_Send, when the function returns, we don’t actually 

know whether the message has been transmitted
 MPI provides alternative functions for sending so as to know that 

the message has been transmitted

Semantics of MPI_Send and MPI_Recv
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Behavior of MPI_Send is determined by MPI implementation
 typical implementations have a default “cutoff” message size
 if the size of a message is less than the cutoff, it will be buffered
 if the size of the message is greater than the cutoff, MPI_Send will 

block

MPI_Recv always blocks until a matching message has 
been received
 when a call to MPI_Recv returns, there is a message stored in the 

receive buffer

MPI requires that messages be nonovertaking
 if process q sends two messages to process r, then the first message 

sent by q must be available to r before the second message
 but, there is no restriction on the arrival of messages sent from different 

processes
• MPI cannot impose performance on a network
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If a process tries to receive a message and there’s no 
matching send
 the process will block forever (i.e., the process will hang)

If a call to MPI_Send blocks and there’s no matching 
receive
 the sending process can hang

If a call to MPI_Send is buffered and there’s no 
matching receive
 the message will be lost

Some potential pitfalls
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Approximation of the area between the graph of a 
function, y = f(x), two vertical lines, and the x-axis
Basic idea
 divide the interval on the x-axis into n equal subintervals
 approximate the area lying between the graph and each subinterval

The trapezoidal rule
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Pseudo-code for a serial program
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Our intuition 
 the more trapezoids we use, the more accurate our estimate will be
 we will use many more trapezoids than cores

Parallelizing the trapezoidal rule
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Local variables
 local_a, local_b, local_n

Global variables
 a, b, n
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Most MPI implementations 
 allow all the processes in MPI_COMM_WORLD full access to stdout

and stderr
 so, allow all processes to execute printf and fprintf(stderr, ...)

But, most MPI implementations 
 don’t provide any automatic scheduling of access to these devices
 if multiple processes are attempting to write to stdout, the order in 

which the processes’ output appears will be unpredictable

Reason of unpredictable output
 MPI processes are “competing” for access to the shared output device
 it’s impossible to predict the order in which the processes’ output will be 

queued up (nondeterminism)
 c.f., “greetings” program : each process send its output to process 0, 

and process 0 can print the output in process rank order

Output
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expected output
with 5 processes

unpredictable output
with 6 processes
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Unlike output, most MPI implementations only allow 
process 0 in MPI_COMM_WORLD access to stdin
To use scanf, we need to branch on process rank
 process 0 reads in the data and then sending it to the other 

processes

Example
 Get_input function for our parallel trapezoidal rule program
 being careful to put it after initialization of my_rank and comm_sz

Input
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Get_input
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